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What are the consequences of increases in gasoline prices?

bolt-arz-DF-252-200146-11454652
Pumping 21 million liters a day and no increase in prices follow:
Farouk Abdul Aziz - Harbi perm - Safa al-Zayyat - Mohammed
Jasmine - Shaalan Abdel Sadiq Mamdouh Ramadan - mi Mujahid
- Ahmed al-Saadi

TASK:

bolt-arz-DF-207-186121-473598
The last of which was raising gasoline prices by 30% and the
claim that raising the price of a liter of gasoline will not lead to an
increase in the prices of commodities and other services, and it is
a lie one can not swallowed it, because the price

Systems retrieve short
passages and translate
them to English.

bolt-arz-DF-169-181081-58202
long as the oil price rose in this way, it is not reasonable, keeping
the price of a ton of diesel at one 600th pounds, as expected to
increase petrol prices "90 and 92 and 95," and perhaps the
price of gasoline 80 remains unchanged, with increasing

The user can drill down
to the original post, so its
ok if the passages don’t
have all the context
needed.

bolt-arz-DF-175-182187-16036562
these products and not resort to storing petroleum
products, whether diesel or gasoline, as this increases the
aggravation of the crisis and not a solution, stressing that
throughout the hours of the night didn't stop cars from pumping
gasoline and
bolt-arz-DF-198-195929-7932142
I suggest that the price of a liter of gasoline from all types of price

Complex queries:

<topic number="BIR_300072">
<query>What are the consequences of increases in gasoline prices?</query>
<description>This query asks for the effects of increases in gasoline
prices.</description>
<language-target lang="arz"/>
<properties>
<asks-about target="product"/>
<asks-for response="effects of"/>
<languages eng="F" arz="T" cmn="F"/>
</properties>
<rule number="1">Answers must be about the increase in gasoline prices,
not other commodities.</rule>
<rule number="2">Answers must be about the consequences of the increase
in gasoline prices, not the causes.</rule>
<cite number="1" thread="bolt-arz-DF-204-185979-1495313" post=""
offset="" length="59" rel="yes" dialect="no-ARZ">ﺭرﺗﻔﺎﻉع ﺃأﺳﻌﺎﺭر ﺍاﻟﺒﻨﺰﻳﯾﻦ
<ﺗﺴﺒﺐ ﺍاﺭرﺗﺒﺎﻛﺎ ﻭوﺍاﺷﺘﺒﺎﻛﺎﺕت ﻓﻰ ﻣﺤﻄﺎﺕت ﺍاﻟﺒﻨﺰﻳﯾﻦ/cite>
<cite number="2" thread="bolt-arz-DF-274-201750-14002443" post="1"
offset="1" length="133" rel="yes" dialect="no-ARZ">ﻧﺘﻴﯿﺠﺔ ﻹﺭرﺗﻔﺎﻉع
ﺃأﺳﻌﺎﺭر ﺍاﻟﺒﻨﺰﻳﯾﻦ ﻓﻘﺪ ﻗﺎﻡم ﻣﻼﻙك ﻣﺤﻄﺎﺕت ﺍاﻟﺒﻨﺰﻳﯾﻦ ﺑﺈﻏﻼﻕق ﻣﺤﻄﺎﺗﻬﮭﻢ ﻭو ﺇإﻃﻔﺎء ﺍاﻷﻧﻮﺍاﺭر
<ﺗﻌﺒﻴﯿﺮﺍا ﻋﻦ ﺇإﻋﺘﺮﺍاﺿﻬﮭﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍاﻹﺭرﺗﻔﺎﻉع ﺍاﻟﻤﻔﺎﺟﺊ ﻟﻸﺳﻌﺎﺭر/cite>
<cite number="3" thread="bolt-arz-DF-217-194296-6679542" post="1"
offset="71" length="220" rel="yes" dialect="ARZ">ﺭرﺗﻔﻌﺖ ﺍاﺳﻌﺎﺭر ﺍاﻟﺒﻨﺰﻳﯾﻦ
ﻭوﻗﻠﺖ ﻧﺴﺒﺘﺔ ﻭوﺍاﺭرﺗﻔﻊ ﺗﻤﻦ ﺍاﻻﺟﺮﺓة ﻭوﺍاﺿﺮﺏب ﺍاﻟﺴﻮﺍاﻗﻴﯿﻦ ﻗﻮﻟﻨﺎ ﺍاﻟﺜﻮﺭرﺓة ﻗﺎﻣﺖ ﻭوﻛﻞ ﺣﺎﺟﺔ
ﻫﮬﮪھﺘﺘﻌﺪﻝل ﻟﻜﻦ ﻟﻼﺳﻒ ﻣﻔﻴﯿﺶ ﺣﺎﺟﺔ ﻟﻐﺎﻳﯾﺖ ﺩدﻟﻮﻛﺘﻰ ﺍاﺗﻌﺪﻟﺖ ﻗﺎﻡم ﺭرﺟﺎﻝل ﺍاﻟﺸﺮﻃﺔ ﺑﻀﺒﻂ
<ﺍاﻛﺘﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺻﻔﻴﯿﺤﺖ ﺑﻨﺰﻳﯾﻦ ﻣﻬﮭﺮﺑﺔ ﻭوﺑﻴﯿﻌﻬﮭﺎ ﻓﻰ ﺍاﻟﺴﻮﻕق ﺍاﻟﺴﻮﺩدﺓة ﻭوﺍاﻟﺘﺎﺟﺮﺓة ﻓﻴﯿﻪﮫ/cite>
<cite number="4" thread="bolt-arz-DF-217-194296-6679542" post="1"
offset="293" length="160" rel="yes" dialect="ARZ">ﻛﺎﻥن ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﺍاﺭرﺗﻔﻊ
ﺳﻌﺮ ﺍاﻟﺒﻨﺰﻳﯾﻦ ﻭوﻗﻞ ﻗﺎﻣﺖ ﺍاﻟﺴﻮﻗﻴﯿﻦ ﺑﺮﻓﻊ ﺍاﻻﺟﺔ ﻭوﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﺍاﻣﺘﻨﻊ ﺍاﻟﻤﻮﺍاﻃﻨﻴﯿﻦ ﻋﻦ ﺩدﻓﻊ
ﺍاﻟﺰﻳﯾﺎﺩدﺭر ﻗﺎﻣﺖ ﺍاﻟﺴﻮﻗﻴﯿﻦ ﺑﺎﻻﺿﺮﺍاﺏب ﻋﻦ ﺍاﻟﺴﻮﺍاﻗﺔ ﺣﺎﻝل ﺍاﻟﻤﻮﺍاﻃﻨﻴﯿﻦ ﺗﻮﻗﻒ ﺍاﻣﺘﺔ
<ﻫﮬﮪھﺘﺘﻌﺪﻝل ﺑﻖ/cite>
Read query, rules,
</topic>
English citation

“asks-about”:
• person
• location
• organization
• event
• movement
• abstract entity
“asks-for”:
• statements or opinions
• relationships among …
• effects of …
• information about …
• members of …
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Q1: Can I make
a relevance
judgments from
English citation?

0.75
Q2A. Does the
red/nearby source
text satisfy
the rules of
interpretation?

NO

Select NO because
I need to see
the source text

Read the
red/nearby
source text

CAN’T TELL
Select NO because
the translation is
incomprehensible

Select YES

run
runA
runB

0.50

YES

Select NO it
fails to meet one
or more rules

Retrieved passages were
pooled from BOLT
evaluation systems and
anonymized for
assessment.

YES

precision

NO

0.25

Select YES, it
meets all the rules
Q2B. Does the
English citation
satisfy the rules
of interpretation?

0.00
0.00

NO
Q3A. Is the
red/nearby source
text useful?

0.25

0.75

1.00

recall

YES

Select NO it
fails to meet one
or more rules

0.50

Select YES, it
meets all the rules

1.00
YES

NO

Select YES, it
adds information beyond
restating the query

Select NO, it
does not add
information

Native speakers at LDC
assessed the pooled
passages for relevance and
translation usability.

0.75

run

Re-read the
English citation

NO

Is the source
text English?

NO
Select NO, it
does not add
information

precision

Q3B. Is the
English citation useful?

YES
Select YES, it
adds information beyond
restating the query

runA
runB
runC
runD
runE
runF

0.50

0.25

YES

0.00

Q4. Does the
English citation
contain any relevant information?

NO
Select NO it
does not address the query

Q5. Were any
judgments made
generously?

NO

YES
Select YES it addresses the query

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

recall

YES

Select NO,
all judgments
made w/o being generous

Select YES,
one or more
judgments were
made generously

Go to next citation
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